


A LEGACY SAWING SYSTEM
AccuGlide saws and equipment are designed to be part of a craftsman’s legacy. 
Whether you purchased our first saw model in 1996, or are investing in a new business, 
your tools will perform with precision now and into the future. 
Your legacy system will grow with you as you add our integrated tools to boost 
productivity. And all our equipment is engineered for low-cost maintenance, making it a 
legacy to be passed on through generations.
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Tools shown: APR12BG - 3000PRO Stone Saw & 12.5’ Tracks, MM04 - MiterMaster Attachment, VT100 - VersaTable
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AccuGlide started over 25 years ago, from one contractor’s 
invention to over 2500 saws sold worldwide.

1989 
Mike expands into stone 
fabrication, and invents his 
portable rail saw.

1975 
“Big” Mike Harris gets his start as 

a custom tile contractor on the 
Central Coast of California.

1999 
The first US Patent is granted for 
the AccuGlide Stone Saw, with a 
second soon to follow.

1996 
Mike and his wife Grace found their 

company, AccuGlide.

2004 
The MiterMaster hits the market, 

patented shortly thereafter.

2012 
Ben and Beth Harris continue Mike’s 
legacy, running AccuGlide together.

2011 
The QT Hub is granted its  
US Patent.

2021 
With over 2,500 saws sold 
worldwide, we continue growing 
into the future.
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ADVANCING STONE FABRICATION SINCE 1996

At AccuGlide, we help our customers grow and 

succeed. As a family owned and operated company, 

we welcome our customers into the AccuGlide 

family. You’re not just buying our tools, you’re 

partnering with a team invested in your success.

While our products set up our customers for success, 

our customer service is there to help our customers 

grow. We provide one-on-one assistance in every 

step of the stone fab process. Whether our customer 

is a start-up, independent contractor, or established 

shop with years in the biz, we aim to help them grow.
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We make our tools intuitive and easy to use. For additional assistance, we provide 
manuals, videos, and helpful guides on accuglidesaws.com/download-center. 

UNBEATABLE WARRANTY

BUILT LOCAL, SHIPPED WORLDWIDE

EDUCATION

AccuGlide provides the longest warranty period in the industry. Two years on our tracks 
and one year on our motors. That’s a warranty that can’t be beat by anyone else. Get the 
details at accuglidesaws.com/warranty. 

AccuGlide products are machine and assembled here in the US. 
Our equipment can be found all over the world. If you are outside 
of USA or Canada, visit accuglidesaws.com/international to find 
out if we can ship to you.
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AccuGlide Saws deliver precision cuts on granite, quartz, porcelain, and other stone 
craftsman projects. Handle multiple jobs with different track, blade, and attachment 
options. Our saws are famous for their ease of use and heavy daily production. With 
these benefits, it’s easy to see how AccuGlide creates legacy systems that last.

STONE SAW PACKAGES

Tools shown: #APR20BG -- 3000PRO Stone Saw, #TR75 - 7.5’ Quick-Lock Tracks, #MM04 - MiterMaster Attachment, 
#VT100 - VersaTable
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Choose your 
ideal saw.

1: 2: 3: 4:Pick tracks for 
your needs.

Boost saw with 
attachments.

Select blades for 
all materials.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR PACKAGE

15 SECOND SET UP  //  3 EASY STEPS

1. Wet the slab. 2. Place the tracks on cut line. 3. Set the saw on the tracks.



STONE SAWS

The Classic AccuGlide stone saw 
gives you the precision we’re famous 
for with a streamlined setup. It’s also 
the lightest of our stone saws, with 
a compact design and speedy setup 
suitable for any job. Cuts straight, edge 
and seam cuts. 

Compatible with the AccuGlide system 
MiterMaster attachment

CLASSIC $3375.00
ACLG

The 3000PRO is both versatile and 
revolutionary. It’s an all-in-one workhorse 
in a lightweight, yet heavy duty package.
With this model, your company can 
produce high-end custom work without 
high overhead.

3000PRO™ $3975.00
APR20BG

Compatible with all AccuGlide saw system attachments 
Pull the 3000PRO off the tracks for precise circle cutting and shaping, 
curve cutting, stock removal and profiling. No other rail saw on the market 
provides you with the capabilities of the 3000PRO.
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Choose your 
ideal saw.1: 2: Pick tracks for 

your needs. 3: Boost saw with 
attachments. 4: Select blades for 

all materials.

3000PRO™ CLASSIC

Cutting Capabilities

Precision straight and seam cuts

Edge cuts - easy 1/4” trimming

Miter, quirk miter and bevel cuts (MiterMaster™ compatible)

Circle cuts and edge shaping (ProCircle™ compatible)

Stock removal and shaping (ProFence™ compatible)

Dado cuts, channels & grooves

Cut Specifications

Maximum depth - Straight cuts, with 9” (230 mm) blade 2.2” (5.5 cm)    -  

Maximum depth - Straight cuts, with 8” (200 mm) blade 1.9” (4.8 cm) 2.2” (5.5 cm)

Maximum depth - Miter cuts, with 8” (200 mm) blade 3 cm stone 3 cm stone

Maximum depth - Circle cuts, with 7” (180 mm) blade 2” (5 cm) -

Cutting speed per minute 4 - 10’ (1.2 - 3 m) 4 - 10’ (1.2 - 3 m)

Maximum cut length with standard 12.5’ (3.8 m) Tracks 133” (3.3 m) 133” (3.3 m)

Construction

Amperage & voltage 120v/15 amp 120v/15 amp

Saw weight 29 lb (13 kg) 26 lb (12 kg)

Horsepower equivalent 3.1 3.1

RPM - no load 5300 5300

Blade capacity 6 - 9” (150 - 230 mm) 6” - 8” (150 - 200 mm)
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THE MOST ACCURATE AND DURABLE MACHINE 
I HAVE HAD THE PLEASURE OF USING.

- C.B



SAW TRACKS

QUICK-LOCK™ TRACKS

STANDARD TRACKS

LENGTH CUT LENGTH PRICE

T12500G 12.5’ 133” (330 cm) $875.00

Our classic stainless steel tracks for precise cuts on all stone surfaces, such 
as granite, quartz, and manufactured stone.

SEAM TRACKS

LENGTH CUT LENGTH PRICE

TRST5 5’ 42” (106 cm) $790.00
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The integrated clamping rail gives you the option of extra security with 
C-clamps or our Quick-Lock™ Suction Cups.

LENGTH CUT LENGTH PRICE

TR50 5’ 42” (106 cm) $760.00

TR75 7.5’ 73” (185cm) $800.00

Integrated Quick-Lock clamping rails on both sides of the tracks allow you to 
secure both sides of a seam with our Quick-Lock™ Suction Cups.



Choose your 
ideal saw.1: 2: Pick tracks for 

your needs. 3: Boost saw with 
attachments. 4: Select blades for 

all materials.

EZ-CUT™ TRACKS

LENGTH CUT LENGTH PRICE

TRET5 5’ 36” (91cm) $790.00

Trim 1/8” from the edge without support. Locks on in seconds for quick and 
precise 90° crosscuts and edge trimming. Built-in 4.75” suction cups and 14” 
precision fence. Ideal for backsplash cutoffs.

QUICK-LOCK SUCTION CUPS $146.00
TRSC2

For extra security, the Quick-Lock suction cups accessory can be used 
with any track. Ideal for small pieces or challenging material where extra 
hold-down power is needed. Includes (2) 4.75” suction cups.

Solid grip, clamping optional

Set up your tracks quickly and easily. 
When the EDM rubber bottoms meet 
wet, clean stone, gravity alone keeps 
them from moving.

Double thick stainless steel walls

Make dead straight cuts with heavy 
.120 (1/8”) stainless steel milled in 
the US. Lasts for decades, holding a 
20/1000” tolerance in 11’.

.120

.06OTHER
GUYS
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Straight and true edge cuts

Precision straightening and strict 
quality control mean reliably straight 
cuts. Positioning tracks takes seconds 
with the Calibration Indicators.



SAW ATTACHMENTS

Compatible with the AccuGlide 3000PRO 
Stone Saw and Classic Stone Saw.

The MiterMaster attachment kit allows you to 
solidly place your saw and tracks on the work 
piece for perfect miter cuts. Achieve precise 
seams not acheivable by hand cutting.

Maximum Material Depth for Miters:  
7” blade: 2cm stone 
8” blade: 3cm stone

MITERMASTER™ $1295.00
MM04G

(2) Main Fixtures  
Clamp on left and right 
edges of workpiece to hold 
tracks at perfect angle.

(1) In-line Support Fixture 
Place on the center of 
workpiece edge under 
tracks for added stability.

(1) In-Line Support Leg 
Place on ground and extend 
up to support bottom of 
tracks for added stability.

(1) Inside Corner Fixture  
For L-shaped work pieces, 
use in place of left or right 
main fixture.

Precalibrated for tight, chip-free seams.Heavy-duty, portable pieces allow for easy setup anywhere.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
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Choose your 
ideal saw.1: 2: Pick tracks for 

your needs. 3: Boost saw with 
attachments. 4: Select blades for 

all materials.

Compatible with the AccuGlide 3000PRO 
Stone Saw.

The ProCircle attachment kit enables even 
beginner sawyers to cut curves and circles 
with minimal training. Cut a 36” 2cm granite 
round with perfect precision in 9 minutes. 

Includes 39” Adjustable Pivot Arm 
Cut diameter 17 - 82” 

Not recommended for irregular or porous surfaces.

PROCIRCLE™ $945.00
PROCC

PROCIRCLE ADD-ONS

72” Adjustable Pivot Arm 
Cut diameter 82 - 120”

$187.00 
PROC72

Tri-suction base secures saw with 110 lbs of force. Cut circular floor inlays as well as curved countertops.

TURN REMNANTS AND SCRAPS INTO CASH 
Use the ProCircle™ saw attachment to create circular pieces out of remnant stone to sell or add-on to projects.

+ Custom tabletops 
+ Fire pit tables and rings 
+ Lazy Susans
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QT SAW BLADES

$84.00
BQTPK8

$109.00
BQTZG2

8” QT™ ZOOM

$109.00
BQTTZ8

BESTSELLERS
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QUIET & TRUE™ HUBS AND QT™ BLADES
Along with the standard diamond knockout 
arbor hub, our saws include Quiet & True™ Hubs 
for our QT™ blades. 

+ Reduce noise and vibration by 40%

+ Eliminate blade flex

+ Lengthen blade life

 
The Classic QT™ Hub comes standard on our Classic Stone Saws. 

The QT™ HandChange™ Hub is included on our 3000PRO saw. It 
allows quick blade changes with no wrench, and the ability to stack 
3 blades and spacers for rodding and inlay work.

The QT ZOOM is manufactured with 
a unique bridge saw style sandwich 
segment design. We’ve found it to 
have amazing speed performance 
while still delivering an extremely 
clean cut. The ZOOM is the blade of 
choice for all hard granite, delivering 
higher cut speeds, good blade 
life and decreased need for blade 
dressing.

CONTINUOUS RIM BLADE

8” QT™ PEAK

The PEAK blade was designed 
specifically for speed. It has the 
latest technology incorporated with 
array positioned diamonds for faster 
and more balanced cutting. With a 
softer blade bond, it’s ideal for the 
widest range of cutting. It performs 
well on both softer quartz material 
all the way to super hard natural 
quartzite.

SEGMENTED DIAMOND BLADE
8” QT™ ZOOM GEN 2

In addition to Granite and Quartz, the 
Zoom Gen 2 is engineered to cut the 
hardest material out there including 
Natural Quartzite and Dekton®. 
This premium sandwich-segment 
blade has the perfect balance of 
blade matrix bond and diamond 
concentration to tackle the job. It 
will also cut other high-end ultra-
compact and porcelain surfaces like 
Neolith® and Lapitec®.

CONTINUOUS RIM BLADE



Choose your 
ideal saw.1: 2: Pick tracks for 

your needs. 3: Boost saw with 
attachments. 4: Select blades for 

all materials.
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QT SAW BLADES

8” QT™ PEARL® QTPX Blade 
High performance turbo edge design, highest quality diamond grit and matrix. Not 
recommend for class 5+ hardness granite. SFM: 400-800’. 

$98.00 
BQTPX8

8” QT™ ALPHA® Plus Blade 
Production cutting, use wet or dry. Turbo edge design with highest quality diamond 
grit and matrix. SFM: 600-800’. For Granite, marble, and engineered stone.

$109.00 
BALPH8

8” QT™ PEARL® Electroplated Blade 
For fragile high-end materials such as carrara marble and onyx. Great for super 
sharp miter cuts with the MiterMaster™. SFM: 250-500’.

$148.00 
BQTP8E

8” QT™ ALPHA® Vetro Blade 
This premium diamond and bond blade is just for glass. Low impact, clean cuts.
SFM: 400-500’

$80.28 
BQTVE8

7” QT™ PEARL® P4 Blade 
Ideal for mitering all ultra-compact porcelain slab materials. Thin turbo mesh 
design makes clean cuts in 12mm procelain materials prone to chipping. 

$84.00 
BQT7TM

9″ QT Alpha Plus Blade 
This deep cut blade is ideal for all granite, quartz and limestone up to 2.4″. High 
performance turbo edge design with the highest quality diamond grit and matrix.

$149.00 
BALPHP9

7” QT™ AGX Circle Cutting Blade 
Use with the 3000PRO™ and ProCircle™ to cut curves and circles. In 3cm material: 
Start with a 6” blade and finish with this 7” blade.

$138.00 
BQTC7

6” QT™ AGX Circle Cutting & Rodding Blade 
Use with the 3000PRO™ and ProCircle™. Diamond paneled sides for curved cuts, 
circle cuts, and rodding channel cuts. Stack up to 4 blades for rodding.

$108.00 
BQTC6

6” QT™ AGX Rodding Blade 
Use with the 3000PRO™. Stack 1-4 blades for super fast rodding channel cuts 
from 1/8” to 5/8” wide. When reinforcing with 1/8” fiberglass rod, use one blade.

$89.00 
BQTR6

QT™ AGX Profile Wheel - Bevel 
Use with the 3000PRO™ and ProCircle™. Aggressive stock removal and bevels. For 
granite and engineered stone. Wet only. 6” x 5/8”.

$234.00 
BEVPOS2

QT™ AGX Profile Wheel - Bullnose 
Use with the 3000PRO™ and ProCircle™. Fast and smooth round over from 1/16-
3/8”. Wet only. 6” x 3/8”.

$245.00 
BULPOS2



Minimize the risk of breakage when mitering or polishing 
pieces of stone, large or small. Quickly remove two of the 
center slats and you have instant access for working on 
under-mount sinks. Unfasten eight bolts to take down, and 
then easily reassemble the VersaTable™ on the job 
site in just a few minutes!

Measurements: 36” x 99” 
Weight: 133 lbs. 
Capacity: 400 lbs

VERSATABLE™ $995.00
VT100

FABRICATION TABLES
Shown: EZ-TILT with CBU top
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Make material handling a one man job. 

The EZ-TILT was designed for easy offloading 
and maximum safety. Minimize breakage of 
fragile or oversized slabs. 

Secure the workpiece while vertical, then tilt 
to horizontal for working. Tilt the table back 
to vertical for easy offloading.

We provide detailed instructions for adding 
a CBU top, or we can upgrade your table and 
add one for you.

Dimensions: 130” x 78” x 37” 
Weight: 1,395 lbs

EZ-TILT™ $7950.00
TTNTNB

FABRICATION TABLES

UPGRADES

Triple layered CBU cutting top with water drainage channels
$740.00 

TTCBUTOP

Adjustable Leveling Caster legs
$1450.00 
TILT-CAS

Power & Water Cord-Keeper Boom
$650.00 
TTBMAD
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Safety Features

+ Heavy duty counter tensioners

+ Table locks securely in position with foot pedal release

+ Belly strap and removable pegs lock in workpieces

+ Industrial springs soften transitions

Highlights

+ Safely tilts a 3cm 70 sq ft slab in under 5 seconds

+ Full water drainage system for a clean work space

+ Built-in saw shelf keeps your saw out of the way

+ Dual forklift receivers



This clear and bright spotlight mounts to the 
front of the 3000PRO, and makes it easy to 
set up accurate cuts and see through stone 
slurry while cutting.

LED bulb; 100 Lumens; 2 AA batteries 
required (included); 35 Hours run time; Impact 
resistant; Waterproof; Aluminum casing.

PROLIGHT™ $84.00
PROLGHT

For use with the MiterMaster attachment, 
VersaTable, and 12.5’ Standard Tracks.

Attaches to the bottom side of VersaTable™ 
and supports the bottom rail of your 
AccuGlide Tracks. For cuts longer than 6’.

VERSATABLE™ MITER 
ATTACHMENT $495.00

VTMSA

ACCESSORIES
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Item No. Item Name Price

T-K2209 AGX Sink Template for KOHLER® 
K-2209

$248.00

T-K2210 AGX Sink Template for KOHLER® 
K-2210

$248.00

T-K2355 AGX Sink Template for KOHLER® 
K-2355

$248.00

T-K3183 AGX Sink Template for KOHLER® 
K-3183

$248.00

T-K5931 AGX Sink Template for KOHLER® 
K-5931

$248.00

AGX SINK TEMPLATES 

Need a sink template other than what we 
have listed here?

No problem, we’ve got you covered. Just give 
us a call or email and let us know what sink 
you need a template for and we can get you a 
quote to make it for you.

Also, if we already have a template drawn, 
we’re happy to email you the DXF file for free. 
Just let us know your sink brand name and 
model number, and we’ll let you know if we 
already have it.

Made with 3/8” HDPE plastic sheeting, these are sink 
templates are highly durable.
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For brand new and expanding stone shops, we offer complete stand-alone sawing 
stations to meet your needs. Each station is a complete package that sets up quickly 
so you can hit the ground running.
Invest in one or more stations for impressive and cost effective stone fabrication. Just 
give us a call or visit our website at accuglidesaws.com/sawing-stations for pricing.

COMPLETE SAWING STATIONS



Includes:

+ Classic Saw (page 10)

+ 12.5’ Standard Tracks (page 12)

+ 7.5’ Quick-Lock Tracks (page 12)

+ 8” QT Zoom Blade (page 16)

+ EZ-TILT Table with factory-
installed CBU top (page 19)

CLASSIC SAWING STATION

Includes:

+ 3000PRO Saw (page 10)

+ 12.5’ Standard Tracks (page 12)

+ 7.5’ Quick-Lock Tracks (page 12)

+ 8” QT Zoom Blade (page 16)

+ EZ-TILT Table with factory-
installed CBU top (page 19)

PRO SAWING STATION

Includes:

+ Classic Saw (page 10)

+ 12.5’ Standard Tracks (page 12)

+ 7.5’ Quick-Lock Tracks (page 12)

+ MiterMaster™ Attachment (page 14)

+ 8” QT Zoom Blade (page 16)

+ VersaTable (page 18)

MITER CUTTING STATION

SAWING STATIONS
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ALSO INCLUDED:

Consulting
We’re here for the long haul. Call or email any 
time for support, advice, and even business 
and financial consulting. We’ll also send helpful 
industry tips straight to your inbox.

Flexible Financing
Estimate your payments and apply for financing at 
accuglidesaws.com/financing.



ACCESSORIES

CUSTOMER STORY: 
PROFLOORS LLC
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Learn how a flooring company with no stone fabrication services 
created a gorgeous fireplace in 3.5 days.

ProFloors LLC is a commercial and multifamily flooring contractor in Sarasota, Florida. President 
Brian Aliotta tells us: “We don’t do any fabrication or slab work here.” On one of his recent projects, he 
was overseeing the installation of a beautiful porcelain slab fireplace.

“Our original intention was to have a local stone shop fabricate the large porcelain panels,” he said. 
“We are supposed to have one week for schluter and template, two weeks for fabrications and one 



ACCESSORIES
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week for install. We end up 1.5 weeks away from 
their grand opening with this fireplace not built 
correctly (structurally) and covered in drywall 
(needs to be cement board).”

“Due to a ton of issues (not ours), we had no 
time left to meet our schedule outsourcing the 
fabrication,” Bill tells us. His idea? Call AccuGlide 
to ship out a stone saw ASAP.

Monday morning his team set up a cutting table 
to start fabricating, Tuesday afternoon they start 
installing their slabs, and by Thursday morning 
they had a gorgeous fireplace ready for the grand 
opening the next day.

This unique approach shows just how 
versatile the AccuGlide saw is for all kinds 
of builders.

Bill emailed us saying, “Thank you for the 
assistance and getting us the saw and everything 
so quickly. The AccuGlide made it possible to 
meet our schedule.”

“Without your saw we never would have been 
able to make it happen. Thank you again for 
all your help and making such a great saw 
system!”

We absolutely love hearing about our saw saving 
the day! It’s truly a testament to the versatility and 
ease of use we’ve engineered into each and every 
saw. Solving problems and boosting the success 
of our customers, it’s what we’re all about!



We work with you directly for support and service for all AccuGlide Saws. Whether you 
purchased your AccuGlide new or used, please feel free to contact us.

+ 24 Month Saw Tracking & Tracks 
Limited Warranty
+ 12 Month Motor & GFCI Limited 
Warranty
+ Online Parts Store

+ 24/7 Online Education Hub
+ Saw Rebuild Program
+ Financing

SERVICES & SUPPORT

STAY CONNECTED

Our website is your resource for new 
products and guides to get the most out of 
your equipment. 
Don’t forget to join our email list while 
you’re there to be the first to know about 
promos and industry tips.

US/CAN: 888-742-0358
INT’L: 805-466-9280
accuglidesaws.com

sales@accuglidesaws.com


